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The small things make the difference to good kitchen cleaning London. Like training, for example, or
fitting the right kind of personalities into teams.

Kitchen porters, for instance, need to be able to fit with the kitchen team at the destination location.
So ACT Clean hand picks a team of like minded individuals during its kitchen cleaning services
training, directing them into kitchen porter teams that are supplied to some of the biggest name
restaurants and hotels in London.

Kitchen porters are there to ensure that the client establishment runs each service smoothly and
efficiently. The kitchen porter team keeps a constant run of cleaned cutlery and crockery coming
back out into service â€“ and also keeps the pots, pans and other cooking items coming through clean
for the various chef stations.

ACT Clean knows that an ability to work within a team is simply the start of good kitchen cleaning in
London. To clean kitchens at night, or to be a KP, you need a degree of enthusiasm and physical
strength too. So ACT Clean keeps its teams strong and active, capable of conducting the most
punishing nightly kitchen cleaning services and retaining a smile throughout.

In both jobs, kitchen porters and night cleaners equally, attitude counts for a lot. Politeness, of
course, goes without saying. So does the ability to work hard and consistently in a fast moving and
stressful environment.

And of course the ability to take orders from the chefs â€“ whose mode of delivery, as weâ€™ve all seen on
our TV screens from time to time, can be very direct due to the pressures of service.

There are other elements to consider when youâ€™re thinking about kitchen cleaning London services.
Night cleaners are often required to strip down and rebuild appliances in order to give them the
deep cleaning they require. Normally these heavy duty jobs are rotated â€“ so there may be one large
appliance stripped and deep cleaned every night, in addition to the normal deep cleaning given to
the rest of the kitchen.

Clearly kitchen cleaning services staff need a high degree of technical knowledge and training in
order to successfully dismantle the equipment in need of cleaning, clean it without damaging any of
its elements or moving parts, and then put it back together. So technically minded individuals are
split out during the ACT Clean training process, for qualification as night kitchen cleaners.

In all areas of hospitality cleaning, the secret of success lies in the provision of the right person for
each job. ACT Clean prides itself on developing friendly, enthusiastic and efficient kitchen porters,
able to work fast and well in the high pressure environment of a working kitchen; and skilled, strong
night cleaners, who can restore even the most frantic kitchen to sparkling glory in time for the start
of every new catering day.

From kitchen cleaning services to the training and provision of kitchen porters, the skill is in the
details: paying attention to the things that make all the difference.
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